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Is a Landscape Architecture based design company with a diverse
background gained through common applications and principles of
Polymath Land Design…………
………… Landscape Architecture, Civil Engineering, and the construction
industry. PLD is minority-owned, SWaM
M certified small business
(#717980) registered business
ness with the State of Virginia and has experience in both domestic and international
settings. We understand the timely delivery of a project and the importance of maintaining project costs while also
designing sites that stress the importance of the health, safety and wel
welfare of those who will utilize it.
Conceptual
•Feasability
•Schedule
•Site Investigation
•Conceptual Layouts
•Mapping
•Code Compliance

Preliminary
•Expand Site Investigation
•Coordination with allied
disciplines
•Infrastructure
•Acquisitions
•Development Plans

Final
•Final
Final Development Plans
•Permitting
Permitting Asssitance
•Construction
Construction Administration
•Final
Final Acceptance Process &
Record Drawings

PLD can develop plans that will beautify and personalize any site.
We provide design documents such as Planting Plans, Hardscape
From Landscape Architecture Plans, and Constructionn Documents that will guide the project
from the beginning stages through to completion. We can provide
presentation material such as graphic renderings and photo simulations with a realistic visual representation of the
final product. PLD can utilize a variety
riety of software including Autocad Civil 3D, Photoshop, Visual Lighting
Assessment, Lumion, Sketchup, Microstation, Microsoft Office, and various others.
PLD can create develop plans simple or complex plans to enhance
stormwater management, erosion and sediment control, or
From Civil Engineering Base
Base… grading to ensure a safe and harmonious experience for the user.
PLD can plan your site ranging from large parcels of land to even
those that are just a few thousand square feet. PLD can plan the site from “cradle to grave” while working with
allied disciplines from surveyors, to environmental scientists
scientists, and the construction company who will build it.

Duns #067901005

NAICS Codes #541320 and #561730

